Visit wbk Institute of Production Science
Karlsruher Forschungsfabrik

Goal
Get insight into research on agile battery production and production science done at the wbk Institute of Production Science.

Place
Karlsruher Forschungsfabrik
Rintheimer Querallee 2
Gebäude 70.41
76131 Karlsruhe

https://www.karlsruher-forschungsfabrik.de/

Schedule
12th May 2023
14:00 – 15:30 hrs

- Introduction in the lobby
- Tour through the Forschungsfabrik
- Agile battery production (project AgiloBat)
- Disassembly of battery modules

Participants
Open to all GS-EES members and POLiS affiliates.

Registration
Please register online until 16th April 2023.